
Engage Mobile Customers ‘In the Moment’ 
In the increasingly competitive world of insurance and mortgage sales, consumers have more options 
than ever. It’s critical to differentiate your brand and connect with prospective customers in the 
moment of interest or need. You must enable consumers to engage immediately when they see your 
ad on TV or mail, hear from a friend about your services, or require assistance while on the go.

Accelerate Quotes & Closing Process 
It’s also important to accelerate the process of gathering information required for a quote or proposal 
and enable the ongoing coordination required to move a new client forward from origination to closing.

Business Compliant Texting with Customers 
The #1 activity on mobile phones today is text messaging and no communication method provides 
customers a more direct and immediate channel to your business. Texting enables anytime-anywhere 
engagement with less phone tag, less time and lower cost. 

It’s been difficult, however, for businesses to leverage texting as no suitable solutions have been 
available. Company contact centers have not been enabled for text communications, and while sales 
and service professionals have started to use their personal mobile phones to text with customers, 
business-class services have not been available to assure that texting is easy for consumers while at 
the same time meeting corporate compliance requirements. That is, until now. 

“Texting is #1 activity on 
mobile phones.”*

“52% would prefer to text 
with customer support over 
their current method.”** 

“75% believe SMS 
interactions with a business
improve the overall brand 
experience.”* 

Your Customers Want to Text You... Let Them! 

HeyWire® LiveText™ 
for Insurance & Mortgage  

Engage Customers 
‘In the Moment’ 
 

Text to Existing 1-800 
and Office Numbers   

Preferred Channel for 
Mobile Consumers

* SAP SMS Advantage Survey 
** HeyWire Market Survey

Learn More: Text us at 1-844-HeyWire 



Private Texting Conversations for Agents & Brokers
HeyWire LiveText Business Messenger enables individual insurance 
agents, mortgage brokers and other financial or legal professionals 
for compliant customer-texting. It brings a whole new level of 
customer engagement to the 1-to-1 relationships so important 
to today’s mobile-first clients. 

HeyWire LiveText Business Messenger text-enables users’ business 
phone numbers and offers an easy to use app that separates 
business and personal texting provides a private and auditable means 
for compliant, anywhere-anytime engagement. It includes desktop 
apps and Web client, and business-specific mobile messaging 
features like out-of-office replies, archiving, secure logins and 
integrations with popular CRM systems like Salesforce.com. 

Compliant Texting For Your Contact Centers
Our HeyWire LiveText Agent application makes it possible to text-
enable your existing high volume contact centers, leveraging the 
branded, 1-800 phone numbers that your customers already use 
for sales and service conversations. 

Now you can utilize our enterprise-class texting service to let 
customers text TO your business anytime-anywhere they need 
information or assistance. Our LiveText Agent app adds a texting 
channel to your contact center systems, integrating seamlessly into 
popular multi-channel management systems from leading providers 
like Salesforce.com, Avaya, and Interactive Intelligence. 

Your Agents text bi-directionally with customers using familiar 
workflows, and easily manage customer texting conversations 
within their service environment while retaining key information per 
corporate compliance requirements. All without requiring customers 
to download any special app. 

Delight Customers while Streamlining Operations
• Let mobile-first consumers connect ‘in the moment’ 
• Increase brand loyalty with preferred channel
• Increase business velocity with less phone tag 
• Divert calls to lower cost texting conversations. 
• Easily archive texting conversations for compliance

The HeyWire LiveText Business Messenger lets your client services teams 
engage with customers using private, 2-way texting via their existing business 
phone numbers. It separates business and personal texting and synchronizes 
conversations across phone, tablet and desktop apps.

The HeyWire LiveText Agent app lets consumers engage with your contact center 
via 2-way conversational texting over existing 1-800 phone lines. It extends popular, 
multichannel contact center systems for scalable, compliant mobile messaging. 

About HeyWire
HeyWire provides the leading enterprise mobile messaging cloud 
for easily connecting customers to businesses using 2-way 
conversational texting. The company is a pioneer in bringing 
customer texting to office phones and toll free service numbers, and 
provides award winning messaging apps spanning mobile devices 
and the desktop. 

Call or Text: 1-844-HeyWire
sales@heywire.com 
www.heywire.com
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• Request a quote, find an 
agent

• Check status, get documents
• File a claim, find a repair 
shop

• Send a photo
• Contact claims rep

• Check discounts, loan rates
• Broker referrals, follow up
• Client meeting coordination
• Closing process 
communication

• Claims status, follow up
• Transfer & escrow notices

Text Instead of Call! 
HeyWire LiveText now lets customers text instead of call 
for many of key transactions required for client relationship 
management. 
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